**Differential Cover**

**OE PROBLEM:** The differential covers on Toyota trucks are made of thin-gauge steel that corrodes faster than the rest of the rear axle housing. With their weld-on design, the dealer's only solution is an entire new axle assembly.

**Pre-primed in weld-thru primer for clean installation**

**FAILURE MODE:**
- The original cover rusts over time and results in differential fluid leaks

**Transmission Pan**

**OE PROBLEM:** When the original filter and gasket fails, the dealer requires replacement of the entire transmission oil pan.

**Replaceable filter also available for future repairs (#265-850F)**

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Impact and collision damage results in oil leaks

**HVAC Heater Hose Assembly**

**OE PROBLEM:** The original heater hose typically fails due to the brittle plastic material of the connector, which eventually cracks and leaks over time.

**We upgraded the plastic Y-pipe material to aluminum for increased durability and longer service life.**

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original plastic connector cracks over time and causes coolant leaks and loss of pressure

**Ignition Lock Cylinder**

**OE PROBLEM:** When the original ignition key fails, the dealer requires expensive programming of the replacement.

**We offer a replacement lock cylinder with keys and a user-friendly programming tool to allow both technicians and owners to service the vehicle without additional programming cost.**

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Internal tumblers and springs wear, binding and inability to rotate key

**Truck Bed Molding**

**Matches the original bed rail cover in color and texture**

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Collision damage or wears over time

**Dorman’s Hottest NEW EXCLUSIVES**
# PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

## FEATURED NEWLY RELEASED PRODUCTS

### Subframe Bushing Kits - Suspension

**LINE EXTENSION**  
**OVER 25 SKUS AVAILABLE**

#### 523-510
- **Nissan Altima 2006-03, Nissan Maxima 2006-04**
- **Pop Code:** D  |  **VIO:** 823,341

**OE PROBLEM:** When the original bushing fails, the dealer requires an expensive replacement of the entire subframe assembly.

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Direct replacement of the original with no wiring modifications or additional hardware
- Replace only the worn injector, not the exhaust assembly
- Feed line cup and mounting clips included for a complete installation

### Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) Injector

**NEW**

- **904-435**
  - **Chevrolet 2015-10, GMC 2015-10**
  - **Pop Code:** B  |  **VIO:** 430,866

**Direct replacement of the original with no wiring modifications or additional hardware**
- Replace only the worn injector, not the exhaust assembly
- Feed line cup and mounting clips included for a complete installation

**FAILURE MODE:**
- DEF no longer injected into system, truck enters limp mode, and illumination of the check engine light and derate message

### HVAC Control Modules

**LINE EXTENSION**  
**OVER 80 SKUS AVAILABLE**

- **599-218**
  - **Chevrolet 2002-99, GMC 2002-99, Pontiac 1997**
  - **Pop Code:** A  |  **VIO:** 2,862,839

**Easy to install, plug-and-play repair solution; no dealer programming necessary**
- Engineered and tested to match the fit, function and performance of the original module on specified vehicles

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Dark display, inability to change modes, temperature and fan speed

### HVAC Blend Door Repair Kits

**LINE EXTENSION**  
**OVER 10 SKUS AVAILABLE**

- **902-603**
  - **Jeep Grand Cherokee 2004-99**
  - **Pop Code:** C  |  **VIO:** 829,837

**Save time and money by replacing the failed original blend door instead of the entire plenum**
- Original hinge breaks, heat and air inoperable

### Automatic Transmission Oil Coolers

**LINE EXTENSION**  
**OVER 90 SKUS AVAILABLE**

- **918-293**
  - **Chevrolet 2007, GMC 2007**
  - **Pop Code:** B  |  **VIO:** 840,076

**Manufactured with a rust resistant coating for a longer service life**
- Direct fit replacement, eliminates the need for customizing a universal cooler to fit the vehicle

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Road debris, cracks in brazing, connector failure, collision damage, and rust

### Leaf Spring Shackles

**LINE EXTENSION**  
**OVER 40 SKUS AVAILABLE**

- **722-121**
  - **Chevrolet 2018-15, GMC 2019-15**
  - **Pop Code:** C  |  **VIO:** 2,133,038

**Manufactured from durable steel and coated for corrosion resistance**
- Installation hardware included for a complete installation
- Fits and performs like the original equipment shackle

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Rust or corrosion, sagging and clunking noise from shackle area

---
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